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Why stabilizer blends make  
“better-for-you” even better



Browse supermarket shelves and you could be forgiven for thinking 

we’ve become a nation of health nuts — because, to some extent,  

we have.

As consumers learn how their food choices influence their  

health, they’re embracing everything from clean labels and  

organics to meatless meals and lifestyle diets in response.  

It’s no coincidence that Innova Market Insights included plant- 

based eating, personalized nutrition, immune-driven dining  

and “nutrition hacking” among its top ten food and beverage  

trends for 2021.

The catch, though, is that consumers expect these qualities not just 

in traditionally healthy products, such as nutrition bars and shakes, 

but in indulgent treats, too — think healthier confections, snacks, 

even frozen desserts.

So savvy brands are formulating, fast — and discovering  

that delivering enhanced nutrition and sensory appeal in one 

package is harder than it looks.

Nowhere is that more evident than when locking in product  

texture and stability. As An Ho, director of research and 

development, IFPC, explained, “Creating and maintaining texture  

is always a complex task. But if a product has more protein, less 

sugar, ‘cleaner’ ingredients — basically, if it’s ‘better-for-you’ —  

that takes things to another level.”

And it takes more than one stabilizer to get the job done. So when 

healthier formulation is on the agenda, brands need targeted 

stabilizer blends to keep product qualities in line. And they need 

suppliers that know how to build blends that make better-for-you 

products even better.
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Better-for-you is inescapable nowadays — but 
products don’t get that way by magic. What’s 
the secret behind healthier favorites?  
It’s all in the blend …
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Jennifer Adams has spent 15 years in food formulation, and 

as IFPC’s business development manager, she’s noticed 

customer requests evolving over the past few years. One big 

reason: the demand for healthier packaged foods.

“I’ve seen a huge uptick in projects that ask for 

assistance with plant proteins, reformulating for label-

friendly ingredients, cutting sugar, boosting fiber. It’s no 

longer a trend; you could call it an industry pillar.” 

 

JENNIFER ADAMS Business development manager, IFPC

And if it’s an industry pillar, it’s a pillar with consumers, too — 

and not just the health-focused ones who drove this demand 

in the past, but a critical mass of the mainstream, as well.

To wit, 42% of respondents to the International Food 

Information Council’s (IFIC) 2020 Food & Health Survey 

claimed to have tweaked their eating or drinking habits with 

an eye toward limiting sugars, “clean eating,” losing weight  

or following a specialized diet — keto, paleo, plant-based  

or otherwise.

And speaking of plant-based, recent IFIC research found that 

a majority of Americans have tried at least one novel plant 

protein in the preceding year, suggesting that as interest 

in health and sustainability keeps growing, plant protein’s 

prominence will grow with it.

Moving to the mainstream
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All these trends put the onus on food and beverage brands 

to create the nutritious, and delicious, products that 

contemporary consumers want. But the fact remains that 

whether it’s an alt-dairy yogurt, plant-protein energy shake 

or keto brownie, this twist on formulation is a new frontier, 

and we’re still getting the lay of the land.

For example, Adams finds some customers need help 

not just choosing the right ingredients for health-focused 

projects, but understanding how to use them, too. “It’s not 

uncommon for us to walk customers through their options 

and how they might behave in-application,” she said. “While 

they may know the direction they’re going, they may not be 

entirely familiar with the ingredients available.”

In fact, they may not even know the direction they’re going. 

The concept of better-for-you is open to interpretation, 

covering everything from functional nutrition and added 

plant protein to sugar and fat reduction, the replacement 

of artificial ingredients with natural alternatives, organic 

certification, minimal processing, “free-from” claims and 

even sustainability and social justice concerns.

“The reality is,” Ho said, “a lot of characteristics now fall 

under this category.”
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Great expectations

As mainstream shoppers become this category’s primary patrons, 

products increasingly have to meet mainstream expectations for 

taste, texture, variety, convenience and more.

This wasn’t always the case. Adams recalls working on a soy 

beverage only 15 years ago in which her team was told flat-out 

that the target customer expected a finished product that tasted 

decidedly not mainstream. “The difference between that product 

and what you find now is night and day,” she recalled.  

“But back then, consumers were fine with it.”

Even today, almond-milk aficionados may celebrate the unique 

flavor of their alt-dairy choice — and to some, a little sediment at the 

bottom of a smoothie signals just how “whole food” that smoothie is. 

But brands shouldn’t take such tolerance for granted.

As John Browning, sales manager at IFPC, cautioned, “Today’s 

consumers won’t accept much sacrifice in any category. The 

expectation is that a product’s going to taste great no matter what, 

which means we have to do whatever it takes to get there.”

“Today’s consumers won’t accept much 

sacrifice in any category. The expectation 

is that a product’s going to taste great no 

matter what, which means we have to do 

whatever it takes to get there.”

JOHN BROWNING  

Sales manager, IFPC
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And with healthier formulation, it takes a lot.

“The core challenge,” Ho said, “is that when you’re increasing fiber 

and protein, or lowering fat and eliminating sugar, these healthy 

changes essentially subtract from the sensory enjoyment of a 

product. They create texture, taste and flavor issues that you have 

to correct.”

Charlie Schinsky, a technical sales representative at IFPC, agrees. 

He frequently fields sugar-reduction projects, “and it’s common 

knowledge that some natural sugar alternatives have off notes that 

you need to combat through flavor maskers or similar ingredients to 

cover them up,” he said.

Added Emily O’Chiu, a product-development scientist at IFPC, “Any 

better-for-you choice almost always leads to a flavor change. So our 

challenge isn’t just to throw in ingredients that we know are healthy, 

but to balance them so the finished product tastes great.”

And feels great: As Schinsky pointed out, “Consumers still expect 

the same mouthfeel, body and texture in healthier products.” Alas, 

healthy fibers and proteins are notoriously gritty or chalky, and 

prone to clumping, gelling or settling out in products.

“We’ve seen examples of oat milk where the oat particles just fall to 

the bottom of the bottle as sludge,” he noted. “That affects color, 

viscosity and syneresis.”

It also affects processing. As O’Chiu said, “Sediment isn’t appealing 

to consumers when they see it on the shelf, but it’s not helpful in 

your batching tank, either. So we work with customers to prevent 

those headaches from gumming up production.”

It only looks easy
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“Consumers still expect the same mouthfeel, 

body and texture in healthier products.”

CHARLIE SCHINSKY 

Technical sales representative, IFPC



MODIFIED FOOD STARCHES

DIGLYCERIDES

SODIUM PHOSPHATES

SEAWEED-BASED CARRAGEENAN

The irony is that, the very nature of clean-label and healthful 

formulation “takes tools from our box that we’d otherwise work 

with when working on those challenges,” O’Chiu said.

That’s because clean-label and all-natural restrictions put 

functional ingredients, such as cellulose gum, modified food 

starches, sodium phosphates, mono- and diglycerides — even 

seaweed-based carrageenan — out of bounds. “We’ve become very 

familiar with replacing ingredients like carrageenan, for example, 

with gellan gum,” O’Chiu said.

Yet while gellan gum is a good stand-in for carrageenan, it has 

“much tighter processing parameters” around heat and shear 

pressure required for activation, Ho noted. “So it’s in making these 

types of substitutions that we have to get creative.”

Fewer tools in the box
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Functional ingredients

CELLULOSE GUM
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Creativity also comes in handy when dealing with ingredient 

interdependence. When formulators replace sugar with 

stevia, add pea protein or swap out chemical stabilizers for 

natural ones, they can set off a chain reaction that affects 

the whole product.

This is especially true with the starches, gums and 

emulsifiers in stabilizer systems, O’Chiu explained. “Many 

formulations contain at least two, if not all three, and they 

work in synergy. So formulations have to take that team 

effort into account. You can’t just replace one without 

adjusting the others.”

The lesson, she said: “A change in one ingredient can mean a 

tweak in six others. Our job is to manage the functionalities 

that result.”

New frontiers

“A change in one ingredient can mean a 

tweak in six others. Our job is to manage the 

functionalities that result.”

EMILY O’CHIU 

Product-development scientist, IFPC
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“The good thing about IFPC is that we specialize in blends. 

So we’re not trying to fit a single ingredient into all of a 

customer’s applications. If we notice something going  

wrong because of pH or mix shear, we can use a team of 

ingredients to offset the effects. It’s a balancing act we’ve 

learned to pull off.”

AN HO  Director of research and development, IFPC

Case in point: Several years ago, the team helped a customer build a 

smoothie based on almond milk and pea protein. “Partway through 

the project,” O’Chiu recalled, “we learned that the customer wanted 

to use almond butter to add flecks of real almond skin to the final 

product. And that was a new challenge from an R&D perspective.”

Why? The flecks of almond skin didn’t pass through the 

homogenizers in IFPC’s applications lab and likely wouldn’t do so in 

the customer’s plant, either. So O’Chiu and colleagues designed a 

gum and emulsifier blend — including a “clean” sunflower lecithin 

activated by high shear — to fit the smoothie’s unique formulation 

and process. “And that’s what allowed us to meet their ultimate 

goals,” O’Chiu said.

Then there was the case of the frozen keto dessert with hemp and 

pea protein. The main challenge there, O’Chiu explained, involved 

sugar’s role in controlling the growth of ice crystals. While a full-

sugar ice cream might rely on a blend of locust bean and guar gums 

plus mono- and diglycerides to manage moisture and forestall ice 

crystallization, its sugar also helps.

As O’Chiu explains, “The challenge is that sugar can make up as 

much as 15% of an ice cream’s base, but the sweeteners that  

replace it are less bulky. The balance, then, has to come from 

something that’s not water, but that also doesn’t add calories.  

So when the keto reformulation took sugar from our toolbox, we  

had to compensate.”

It’s all in the mix:  
ingredients in action

The challenge is that sugar can 

make up as much as 15% of an ice 

cream’s base, but the sweeteners 

that replace it are less bulky. The 

balance, then, has to come from 

something that’s not water, but that 

also doesn’t add calories.  
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First, they turned to a soluble corn fiber, which not only kept 

moisture and ice crystallization in check but boosted fiber 

levels, too. Then they increased the stabilizer’s ratio of locust 

bean gum to guar. As O’Chiu explained, “Locust bean is more 

functional than guar gum, but it’s also more expensive. So you 

usually start with a higher-guar formula and shift toward locust 

bean gum as needed.” By doing the benchtop work and cost 

calculations on its end, she said, IFPC saved the customer the 

trouble of adjusting the gums itself, while also saving money by 

finding the most cost-effective ratio for its needs.

And it needn’t be the case that healthier formulations 

complicate things, as the IFPC team learned when adapting a 

line of real-dairy coffee drinks to an oat-milk base.

Delicate dairy proteins precipitate in coffee’s acidic 

environment, but oat milk’s proteins do not. So without 

delicate proteins to protect, the sodium citrate and disodium 

phosphate buffering agents that they formulated into the 

dairy’s original stabilizer blend were superfluous in the plant-

based version. “And that let us clean the label a bit,”  

O’Chiu recalled.

What’s more, they could replace the carrageenan the dairy 

drink needed for body and mouthfeel with gellan gum. Homing 

in on the right gellan level to carry the formulation through 

production “was a pretty straightforward formulation.”
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Puzzling out these details “and then working through all the 

different ingredient combinations you might use as solutions” 

lengthens launch timelines, increases costs and helps explain why 

such reformulations “typically aren’t easy,” Adams said.

But they’re also why working with a supplier that’s a supportive 

partner is so helpful.

That’s certainly been Ho’s observation. “We act like an extension  

of our customers’ R&D departments,” she said. “We visit their  

plants and get to know their equipment. That helps us  

understand both how much we can do together and any limitations.  

Having that knowledge is huge when it comes to testing our blends 

in-application and making them work in the long run.”

New food startups without deep benches of R&D talent or 

institutional knowledge benefit particularly from this relationship. 

But as Adams noted, “Even larger companies sometimes need 

a formulation partner, because while they may be experts in the 

product they’re making, they don’t necessarily have expertise in 

plant-based stabilizers, for instance.”

We’re in this together

“Even larger companies sometimes need a 

formulation partner, because while they may 

be experts in the product they’re making, 

they don’t necessarily have expertise in  

plant-based stabilizers, for instance.”

JENNIFER ADAMS  

Business development manager, IFPC
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Another advantage that a partner like IFPC offers stems from its role 

as both an ingredient manufacturer and distributor. “That makes our 

relationships with our own suppliers key,” Browning said.

For example, when supplies of locust bean gum tightened recently, 

IFPC got notice from a source about an enzymatically modified  

gum waiting in the wings as a substitute. “That would let us 

potentially replace an ingredient that’s a big headache for our 

customers right now, and we wouldn’t have known about it without 

those relationships.”

Relationships also help IFPC solve the dilemma of minimum-order 

requirements. When purchasing ingredients directly from a major 

manufacturer, brands often have to commit to minimum quantities 

of 10,000 pounds or more. “But if you work directly with a company 

like us,” Schinsky said, “we’ve already got at least that much product 

on hand for our own or our customers’ use, so you don’t have to risk 

buying 10,000 pounds when you may only need 1,000.”

And the relationships that IFPC maintains with multiple ingredient 

majors give it a unique window on every ingredient. As Ho said, 

“Even though suppliers may offer what looks like the same pea 

protein isolate, when you use it in applications, you find out that 

some have a rubbery texture on the palate, some are more  

viscous — you have to test them all ahead of the game. That’s what 

we do, and it’s how we can act as both advisors and suppliers.”

LEVERAGING RELATIONSHIPS

Leveraging relationships
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Creating a LegacyTM

Having forged this path for decades has given the company a 

legacy of knowledge — about blends, formulation, the industry 

itself — that it’s parlayed into a new family of stabilizer pre-

blends that put good-for-you projects on a faster path to market.

Calling the brand Legacy, the company starts with its existing 

foundation of sweetener and stabilizer pre-blends with a proven 

track record in formulation. Using them as a base that they 

fine-tune to customers’ individual applications, they create 

customized solutions “in half the time it’d take to formulate 

things from the ground up,” Browning said.

That streamlines production, saves labor and eliminates  

margin for error. 

“Customers don’t have to weigh out individual components,  

and when some ingredients are so functional that even a 

little heavy-handedness can throw off an entire batch,  

that’s important.”

JOHN BROWNING  Sales manager, IFPC

And it’s what this space needs to maintain pace with escalating 

demand. “As consumers’ expectations for healthy products 

change, brands have to adapt to meet it, and we’re adapting 

along with them,” Browning said. “That means turning our legacy 

of knowledge toward where the market is headed, and that’s 

keeping all of us ahead of the game.”
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Family owned for more than 40 years, International Food Products Corporation (IFPC) is 

a distributor and manufacturer of the highest quality specialty food ingredients, custom 

ingredient blends, and core commodities. We respond quickly to meet our customers’ 

needs and offer both technical and application support. Ingredient buyers across the 

U.S. choose IFPC to leverage their buying power by bundling product orders on a single 

shipment from our fourteen convenient warehouse locations across the country.

LEARN MORE

http://www.ifpc.com/


studioID is Industry Dive’s global content studio offering brands 
an ROI rich tool kit: Deep industry expertise, first-party audience 
insights, an editorial approach to brand storytelling, and targeted 
distribution capabilities. Our trusted in-house content marketers 
help brands power insights-fueled content programs that nurture 
prospects and customers from discovery through to purchase, 
connecting brand to demand.
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